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Background We present the case of a 57-year-old female with a giant Spigelian hernia presenting as a small bowel 
obstruction.

Summary Spigelian hernias represent less than 2% of abdominal wall defects. It affects mainly females, and 
it usually manifests with vague symptoms. It should also be considered a possible etiology of small 
bowel obstructions, but this scenario is even rarer. Unlike other hernias, due to their localization and 
small size, diagnosing them during physical examination tends to be complicated. Therefore, imaging 
studies are often required to characterize the defect. Spigelian hernias should be repaired with either 
open or laparoscopic surgery Once detected.

Conclusion Until now, a standardized treatment for this pathology has not been described. There are few case 
reports about this pathology, and surgeons’ experience is still limited. Preoperative techniques such as 
pneumoperitoneum or botulinic toxin would be useful in cases where the Tanaka index is over 25%. 
However, in select cases, these procedures can be avoided.
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Case Description
A Spigelian hernia, also known as ‘‘spontaneous lateral 
ventral hernia,’’ protrudes through the Spigelian fascia, 
which is the aponeurotic layer between the lateral edge of 
the rectus abdominis muscle medially and the semilunar 
line laterally.1,2 Spigelian hernias are exceedingly rare, with 
an incidence ranging from 0.12% to 2% of all abdominal 
wall hernias. It is more frequent in women with an average 
age of presentation of 60 years.3

The swelling or mass of a Spigelian hernia is not always 
evident because the external oblique aponeurosis covers it. 
This additional layer masks the hernia and may prevent it 
from being palpable, thus making the diagnosis difficult.4 
Incarceration has been reported in 10%-24% of patients 
with symptomatic Spigelian hernia, and the content of the 
hernia sac was mostly a portion of the omentum. A giant 
bulgy mass is an even less frequent presentation for this 
type of defect. Furthermore, there are few clinical reports 
of an incarcerated giant Spigelian hernia in the medical lit-
erature. CT scan provides the exact location and content, 
shows signs of complications, and may help determine the 
best treatment strategy.5

The treatment of Spigelian hernia consists of surgery.6 Her-
nioplasty is typically accomplished with a transverse inci-
sion and mesh repair.7 An open or laparoscopic approach 
may be used based on the surgeon’s expertise.8,9 A 57-year-
old female presented to our emergency department with 
a 72-hour history of abdominal pain, nausea, and bilio-

enteric vomit. Her medical history was dominated by 
overweight (BMI = 29) and hypertension. She referred 
to a bulging mass in the abdomen for 15 years without 
previous manifestations. Physical examination revealed a 
well-developed female in acute distress due to abdominal 
pain. An abdominal exam showed a distended abdomen 
and a big bulging mass in the right lower quadrant with 
tenderness and the impossibility of obtaining complete 
manual reduction (Figure 1A). Blood exams just revealed 
hypokalemia.

The patient underwent an abdominal CT scan, revealing 
a Spigelian hernia in the right lower quadrant, with bowel 
loops, colon, and stomach introducing into a large defect 
(230.0 × 220.0 × 168.8 mm; thickened abdominal wall 
muscles and Tanaka index of 41%) (Figure 1B).

Once the diagnosis was established, the patient was ordered 
to be hospitalized. After the placement of a nasogastric 
tube, initial fluid resuscitation was performed. Symptoms 
of bowel obstruction gradually disappeared, and she was 
discharged after tolerating a diet and having regular bowel 
movements. Elective repair of the hernia was decided.

Two weeks after hospital discharge, the patient was admit-
ted for elective surgery. Laparotomy was performed with a 
transverse incision over the bulging mass in the right abdo-
men. Once the hernia sac was identified, it was isolated 
from subcutaneous tissues and the musculofascial plane. 
Muscles were found weakened and thickened. After open-

Figure 1. Spigelian Hernia Treatment Process. Published with Permission

A) Preoperative Physical Examination; B) CT Scan; C) Physical Examination One-Week Postoperative
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ing the hernia sac, the content (mainly small bowel) could 
be gradually reduced into the abdominal cavity, showing 
a 7 cm wall defect on the fascia. After checking that the 
omentum would separate abdominal content from the 
polypropylene mesh, we decided on an intraperitoneal 
repair technique. The mesh was fixed with a transmuscular 
PDS 1 suture. We closed the peritoneum and muscular 
plane above the mesh, and the surgical procedure ended 
with positioning two subcutaneous drains and wound clo-
sure. The patient was discharged on postoperative day 3 
(Figure 1C). No major complications or recurrence were 
reported after two years of follow-up.

Discussion
Spigelian hernia is a rare, intriguing abdominal wall her-
nia.7 Predisposing factors include obesity, multiple preg-
nancies, rapid weight loss, chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease, chronic constipation, prostatic enlargement, asci-
tes, trauma, and previous surgery weakening the semilunar 
line.1

The symptoms that encourage the patient to consult are 
usually pain (unspecific), palpable resistance in the anterior 
abdominal wall, or signs of intestinal obstruction.6 A giant 
abdominal bulgy mass is a rare presentation condition. The 
diagnosis and, eventually, the surgical technique are not 
standardized; this is why every clinical situation is unique, 
and the surgeon needs to plan the surgical approach and 
select the best technique for each case.10

Multiple preoperative procedures have been described. 
Worldwide, it is accepted that patients with Tanaka indices 
over 25% would benefit from preoperative techniques.11 
For this type of defect, one of the leading technical difficul-
ties has been parietal closure without tension. In the 1970s, 
Moreno-Egea proposed a preoperative pneumoperitoneum 
to enable the stretching of the abdominal muscles.12 More 
recently, other techniques have been proposed to facilitate 
parietal closure; for example, the use of botulinum toxin in 
the abdominal anterolateral wall muscles.

In our experience, preoperative techniques should be 
reserved for those patients whose hernial content cannot 
be entirely reduced and not according to the Tanaka index 
value. There are few case reports about this pathology in 
the literature, and surgeons’ experience is still limited. 
Elective surgery should be chosen when possible, and the 
repair technique should be the most suitable/ beneficial for 
each patient.

Conclusion
Until now, a standardized treatment for this pathology has 
not been described. Preoperative techniques such as pneu-
moperitoneum or botulinic toxin would be useful in cases 
where the Tanaka index is over 25%. However, in many 
cases, these procedures can be avoided. We consider our 
case interesting not only because of the defect measures 
and atypical presentation but mainly because of the way it 
could be repaired.

Lessons Learned
Our patient presented with a small bowel obstruction and 
underwent elective open surgery. Despite its size, we could 
repair it without needing preoperative pneumoperitoneum 
or botulinum toxin. Undoubtedly, it is a rare type of her-
nia, and most cases reveal minor wall defects than can be 
restored with primary repair.
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